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The Local Interconnect Network (LIN) is a serial network protocol developed for communication between automotive components. It was developed to be a simple, inexpensive serial alternative for smaller components that don’t need to be connected to the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus of the vehicle. Microchip’s Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) module includes added protocol support features that both simplify and allow for several aspects of the LIN protocol to be performed in hardware. This technical brief will give a short summary of the LIN protocol and explain how to use the UART module for a basic LIN transaction.
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1. **LIN Overview**

In vehicles, the primary communication method is the CAN bus. However, it can be prohibitively expensive to put every electronic component onto the CAN bus. In addition, such a setup could cause bandwidth issues given the large number of components on the modern vehicle. As such, the LIN protocol was developed as a complementary communications protocol.
## LIN Terminology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Master Process</strong></td>
<td>The first part of a LIN transaction, which contains the header and is followed by a response period where it waits for slave processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slave Process</strong></td>
<td>The second part of a LIN transaction, in which data is transmitted on the bus followed by a checksum. The device that initiates the master process may also be the one that performs the slave process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Header</strong></td>
<td>The primary section of the master process, which contains the Break, Delimiter bit, Sync Field, and PID byte.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response</strong></td>
<td>The section of the LIN transaction in which the master process relinquishes the bus and one or more slave processes transmit data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Break</strong></td>
<td>The start of a transaction, at least 13 dominant bits in a row, followed by a delimiter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Delimiter</strong></td>
<td>The separation between the break and sync fields consisting of at least one recessive bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sync</strong></td>
<td>The character following the Break and Delimiter bits, consisting of the value 0x55, which synchronizes the transmission rate between the master and the slaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PID/Identifier</strong></td>
<td>The last piece of the header. This contains information about whether the master expects to send or receive data, how much data is to be sent/received, and which slave(s) will be communicated with. What each individual identifier means differs for each LIN network, and these definitions are outlined in a LIN Description File (LDF). The identifier also includes two Parity bits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V_{BAT}</strong></td>
<td>Battery voltage of the vehicle. V_{SUP} is derived from this voltage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V_{SUP}</strong></td>
<td>Primary voltage of the ECU and LIN transceivers. This can differ from V_{BAT} due to protection circuitry between the battery and the actual components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LDF</strong></td>
<td>The LIN Description File, an ASCII document that contains detailed information of a LIN bus, including the nodes on the bus, the signals, and the frames that will be sent on the bus and their meanings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. **Bus Voltages and Levels**

The LIN bus data signal operates between 0 and $V_{SUP}$ volts, with the absolute maximums of transceivers running between -0.3 and 40 volts. $V_{SUP}$ is specified to be between 7 and 18V and is typically a single power source across the entire bus. The LIN protocol is a dominant-low protocol, and both dominant and recessive levels are defined relative to $V_{SUP}$. The recessive level is any level higher than 60% of $V_{SUP}$ and dominant is any level lower than 40% of $V_{SUP}$. As these levels are outside of the normal operation range of the PIC® microcontroller (MCU), LIN communication between the PIC MCU is achieved by connecting to an external transceiver device, such as the ATA6662C, that runs off of $V_{SUP}$, and interfaces between the LIN bus and the UART RX and TX lines on the PIC MCU.
4. Bus Layout and Communication

4.1 Bus Layout

The LIN protocol specifies a bus with no more than 16 nodes: one master and up to 15 slaves. Communication is over a single shared line, terminated through a pull-up resistor and diode to the primary V\textsubscript{BAT}/V\textsubscript{SUP}. LIN is message-based with different message IDs in the header of the master process, indicating which nodes will be transmitting/receiving data during the slave process. Bit rates of LIN communications are specified to be between 1 kbps and 20 kbps.

Figure 4-1. Example LIN Bus
4.2 **Bus Communication**

Transactions on the LIN bus are broken into master and slave processes. The master process is the first part of the message. It is always initiated by the master node on the LIN bus, and is comprised of the header followed by a response period where it waits for the slave period. The header contains the following sections:

- Break
- Delimiter
- Sync byte
- PID/Identifier byte

The Break is comprised of a level transition on the line from recessive to dominant, and persists for a total of 13 bit times. Immediately following the Break is a delimiter bit, which is at least one bit time of the recessive level. Following the delimiter is a Sync byte, in which the master sends 0x55 on the LIN line, allowing for bit rate synchronization between the master and the slave devices on the bus. Finally, the master process finishes with an identifier byte for the message. Identifiers are determined by the design of each specific LIN bus and outlined in the LDF.

**Figure 4-2. LIN Header**

![LIN Header Diagram]
After the master process completes, it allows the slave process to take over the LIN bus. The slave process consists of two portions: data and checksum. The data can be sent by any of the nodes (including the master). The ID field of the header determines which specific node is transmitting, how much is being transmitted, and what data is sent. After the data has finished transmitting, the final piece of the slave process is the checksum. There are two methods of calculating checksums in the LIN protocol. LIN 1.3 and older devices calculated the checksum only on the data bytes of the message, while newer LIN standards also include the PID byte in the checksum calculation. In both, the checksum is calculated by adding together the bytes and subtracting 255 every time the sum is greater than 256. An example calculation is shown below.

**Example Data Frame:**

**PID:** 0x15  
**Data bytes:** 0x34, 0x55, 0x67, 0x97  
Checksum type: Includes PID  
0x34+0x55=0x89  
0x89+0x67=0xF0  
0xF0+0x97=0x187  
this is greater than 256(0x100), so 255 (0xFF) is subtracted.  
0x187-0xFF=0x88  
0x88+0x15=0x9D  
Final Checksum value is 0x9D.
5. Configuring the UART for LIN

The UART module can be configured for LIN mode communication via the UART Mode Select (MODE<3:0>) bits of the UART Control Register 0 (UxCON0). There are two mode selections for LIN; one for Master mode and one for Slave mode (note that the Master mode will still utilize a slave process for transmitting data).

5.1 Master Mode

The LIN Master mode is configured using the following settings:

- Load the MODE [3:0] bits of the UxCON0 register with '0b1100', placing the UART into LIN Master/Slave mode.
- Set the Transmit Enable bit (TXEN) of the UxCON0 register to allow transmission.
- Set the Receive Enable bit (RXEN) of the UxCON0 register to allow reception.
- Load a value into the UART Baud Rate Generator Register (UxBRGH:UxBRGL) pair to achieve the desired baud rate.
- Clear the Transmit Polarity Control (TXPOL) bit of the UART Control Register 2 (UxCON2) to set the transmit polarity to a high Idle state.
- Clear the Receive Polarity Control (RXPOL) bit of the UxCON2 register to set the receive polarity to a high Idle state.
- Clear the two STP [1:0] bits of the UxCON2 register for one Stop bit on both transmissions and receptions.
- If enhanced Checksum mode (including the PID in the checksum) is desired, set the C0EN bit of the UxCON2 register. Otherwise, clear this bit.
- Load the RxYPSS register (PPS output) with the TX pin selection code to map the TX output to the desired pin.
- Clear the TRIS bit associated with the TX output pin.
- Set the TRIS bit associated with the RX input pin.
- Clear the ANSEL bit associated with the RX input pin.
- Set the Serial Port Enable (ON) bit of UxCON1.

A master process will begin upon writing the PID to the lower six bits of the UxP1L register (The 2 parity bits of the PID are automatically calculated by the UART module). Doing this will automatically clear the UxTXCHK and UxRXCHK registers and have the UART module generate the LIN header (Break, Break Delimiter, Sync byte, and PID) and send them onto the bus. The PID is also received by the UART module and is stored in the receive FIFO of the UART. At this point, the LIN Master mode transitions into its slave process.

To send or receive data, software must read the PID and determine how many bytes are to be sent or received based on predetermined settings for each PID. Then, either program the UxP2H/L register pair with the number of bytes to transmit, or the UxP3H/L register with the number of bytes to receive. For transmission, the bytes must be written to the transmit FIFO of the UART, while reception will store the bytes read to the receive FIFO. In addition, the PID will determine which checksum should be used for the data that is sent or received, and the C0EN of the UxCON2 register will need to be set or cleared accordingly. After the data transmission/reception is complete, the module will return to the Idle state until the UxP1 register is written again. Any writes to the UxP1 register before the master process is complete will not create a new master process and will instead set the Transmit Write Error (TXWRE) bit of the UxFIFO register.
### 5.2 Slave Mode

The LIN slave mode is configured using the following settings:

- Load the MODE [3:0] bits of the UxCON0 register with '0b1011', placing the UART into LIN Slave mode.
- Set the Transmit Enable bit (TXEN) of the UxCON0 register to allow transmission.
- Set the Receive Enable bit (RXEN) of the UxCON0 register to allow reception.
- Clear the Transmit Polarity Control (TXPOL) bit of the UART Control Register 2 (UxCON2) to set the transmit polarity to a high Idle state.
- Clear the Receive Polarity Control (RXPOL) bit of the UxCON2 register to set the receive polarity to a high Idle state.
- Clear the two STP [1:0] bits of the UxCON2 register for one stop bit on both transmissions and receptions.
- Load the RxyPPS register (PPS output) with the TX pin selection code to map the TX output to the desired pin.
- Configure the UxRXPPS register to match the desired input pin.
- Clear the TRIS bit associated with the TX output pin.
- Set the TRIS bit associated with the RX input pin.
- Clear the ANSEL bit associated with the RX input pin.
- Set the Serial Port Enable (ON) bit of UxC.

The slave process will begin automatically upon the module receiving a Break over the LIN bus. At the end of the Break, the device will use the Sync byte to automatically configure the baud rate of the UART to match the master. The module will then automatically read the PID and store it in the receive FIFO. From that point on, it acts much in the same way as the Master/Slave mode example above: software must configure UxP2, UxP3, and the C0EN bit as predetermined by the PID, and will then transmit/receive the proper bytes from the transmit/receive FIFOs, as determined by the settings. The checksum is also automatically calculated on any received data, and if there is a checksum mismatch, the checksum error (CERIF) bit of UxERRIR will be set.

### 5.3 Software

In both Slave and Master modes, the UART module will automatically format and send/receive the proper headers and data. However, all processing of PIDs and deciding which data to send needs to be handled by application software. An example of both a basic send and receive can be found in the "LIN Master/Slave Example code using the Protocol UART" code example on MPLAB XPRESS (http://mplabxpress.microchip.com/mplabcloud/example/details/741).
6. **Conclusion**

The Local Interconnect Network (LIN) protocol is an automotive standard that connects devices within vehicles in a simpler and less expensive manner, when CAN is not required for specific applications. Microchip’s UART module has added protocol support features that simplify LIN. Module hardware automatically generates master processes, synchronizes slaves to the master, sends and receives data bytes, and calculates checksums required by the LIN protocol. For more information, please visit http://www.microchip.com.
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